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ABSTRACT
In this paper we will attempt to give an overview of
issues related to HCI in AmI environments. We will
address generic issues stemming from the nature of
AmI research which relate to HCI practice, as well as
specific HCI issues and shifts in current practice and
paradigms due to new elements that are introduced
by the very nature of living and interacting within
AmI environments. This paper aims to raise
awareness in the community of AmI researchers by
attempting to provide a comprehensive overview of
issues that relate to the current AmI HCI research.

INTRODUCTION: THE GLOBAL FOCUS OF
AMI RESEARCH
Weiser (29) marked the vision of the future
information society, by introducing the term
Ubiquitous Computing (Ubicomp) and stating that in
the third wave of computing each person will be
“continually interacting with hundreds of nearby
wirelessly connected computers” (Weiser, (30)). In
the USA, IBM is using the term “pervasive
computing” while Philips in Europe chose the term
”Ambient Intelligence” (AmI) to describe the new
paradigm for home computing and entertainment
(Aarts and Marzano, (1)).
The European Union has been promoting the AmI
vision within its research and development agenda
by funding basic research initiatives and supporting
policy creation for the forthcoming information
society. Some examples are the Disappearing
Computer initiative (IST/FET DC, 2001-2004) (DC
(4)), the Situated and Autonomic Communications
Initiative (SAC), the commissioning of reports
aiming at policy-creation, such as Safeguards in the
World of Ambient Intelligence (SWAMI) and Digital
Territories (DT), in an attempt to pave the way to the
Ambient Intelligence society. The European vision
of “ambient intelligence” compared to Weiser’s
ubiquitous computing vision, is more towards
“human centred computing”; Europe sees AmI as an
integration
of
ubiquitous
computing
and
communications with user centered design. While in
the US and Europe the research focuses on
miniaturisation and distribution of small networked
computing units (i.e. the smart dust approach),

Japanese researchers are more interested in the
ultimate user terminal, that is the one device that can
do everything (SWAMI (23)).

AMI VISION AND THE END USERS
The highlights of the Ami vision is that computers
will be everywhere (in objects of various sizes, from
keys to cars, to buildings). These computers will be
invisibly integrated into everyday life and will be
supporting people in their activities, as diverse as
these activities may be. The main components of this
vision are (23):
o Reliable robust hardware with long lasting power
supplies and of different sizes (possibly self
managing or energy harvesting).
o Wireless and wired communications between
computers,
with
collaborating
different
networks;
o Intuitive interfaces easily used by everybody
(multimodal interfaces, that include various
sensors as well as biometrics)
o Embedded intelligence capable reasoning about
people unobtrusively, so as to provide them with
services when needed, assist in controlling
interfaces, and in from the systems perspective
manage communications and maintenance (i.e.
self-repairing).
This vision implies less direct and less conscious user
input than the current systems.
There are two approaches regarding the visibility of
AMI systems to end users –the comparison is notable
to the early dispute in computing (between the merits
of command language versus the merits of the
desktop metaphor)- but these can be seen not
necessarily as opposite, but rather as complementary:
a) People should not care about what's going on
inside computers. This is generally based on the
assumption that the AmI systems will be robust
enough and error free, and intelligent agents will
be based on the appropriate data and make
appropriate judgements to appropriate actions).
b) People should be given a degree of transparency
into the workings of the system. Transparency
could be varied, according to the user and the
context of use. (Markopoulos et al, (16)). AmI
systems are offered with a recombinant
constructivist approach aimed at end users

(Newman et al (28), Rodden and Benford, (21),
Mavrommati et al, (18). This transparency and
user enabling model is promoted with the claim
that via it AmI can achieve emerging niche
applications -as a result of people’s inherent
creativity- (18), building of trust and thus
adopting AmI systems, assistance with system
failures and servicing, safeguarding privacy, etc.
It is obvious from the above that the human factor is
a crucial element in the construction of an ambient
intelligence world, and needs to be taken into
account early in the research and development
process of AmI systems. The success of ambient
intelligence will depend on how individuals perceive
AmI environments, whether they trust it and how
willing they are to adopt and use AmI (via
appropriate user experiences and interfaces). In turn
people’s trust depends on how secure the AmI world
can be made, and how privacy and individual rights
can be protected, as well as to the degree of trust to
appropriate intelligent decisions made at the
background of their attention (23). Trust is a vital
factor for people to live uninhibitedly in AmI
environments.
AmI manifests itself via wireless networks and
electromagnetic fields around artefacts; potentially
this may imply increased radiation on individuals.
With the exception of the problematic raised by a
few design-noir artefacts like the ‘Faraday’ and
‘Nipple’ chairs and the ‘electro-drought excluder’
(‘Placebo objects’ and ‘Herzian Tales’), that raise the
issue of the human concern and feeling of insecurity
that may result increased living in electromagnetic
radiation environments (Dunne and Raby, (6)), it has
to be noted that health and safety issues pertaining
living within pervasive AmI environments are not
addressed, or mentioned as an issue.

HIGH LEVEL AMI ISSUES THAT IMPACT
HCI PRACTICE
In this section we try to identify the high level issues
of AmI research, that affect in turn HCI research
practice in AmI. The problems identified in current
AmI research seem to be in a nutshell:
o Fragmented vision of AmI
o Insufficient existing HCI practices, theories and
models.
o Difficulties in the Evaluation process
o Multidisciplinary nature of research. (Current
focus is too technology pulled/lead)
o Privacy and Security issues are poorly
considered.
These will be addressed in more detail in the
following paragraphs.

Fragmented AmI vision

There seems to be a lack of a concrete vision
documentation relating to ubiquitous computing.
There are, it seems, research agendas rather than
vision documents that also contain some visions of
the future (23). Nevertheless the vision for Ubicomp
seems fragmented and this has consequences on the
the lack of vision related to User Centered Design for
AmI environments (a field that is still in it its
infancy).

Insufficient existing HCI practices in AmI
Research main focus is on technology development
that enables AmI (i.e. sensors technology,
miniaturisation, processes, networking, middleware,
energy provision), and not so much in the HCI issues
occurring from AmI. There are insufficient existing
HCI practices, theories and models regarding to HCI
for AMI while User Centered Design is at its very
early stages in this field of research.
We will outline this in more detail in the following
section.

Difficulties in the evaluation process
Ιn order to develop useful and usable AmI
technology and applications, it is important that we
are able to learn from results of research evaluations,
from the user perspective. Evaluation here has to
strike a delicate balance between prediction of how
novel technologies will serve a real human need, and
observation of actual use. (Dix et al, (5)) The coevolution of human activities and novel technologies
plays a very important role here (Kameas and
Mavrommati, (12)).
The fact that “there is surprisingly little research
from an end user perspective in the Ubicomp
community” as reported in the acknowledged HCI
reference book of Dix, Finlay, Abowd and Beale.
(5). According to them what can be applicable in
AmI evaluation are participatory methods, design
prompts using rich Ubicomp objects and large scale
observation of subjects living and using the AmI
world.
There are inherent difficulties in conducting
evaluation for AmI systems, that relate to the
difficulty of having robust prototypes of the
application for evaluation relatively early in the
progress of research. ‘A good portion of reported
ubicomp applications work remains at the level of
demonstrational prototypes, not designed to be
robust’ as Dix et al, (5) notes. It is therefore difficult
in AmI prototypical systems to evaluate for longer
term, or with a large number of users. Even more
difficult though it is to allow within the research
process the time and effort for potential system
changes that could be suggested by the evaluation
feedback. Although some efforts are made to the
direction of evaluating AmI prototypical systems (for

example in the course of several DC projects (see:
DC, e-Gadgets), it is noted that more extended
evaluation is in fact needed (16).
To achieve more in-depth and extended evaluation
some research organizations are creating AmI
environment test-beds in the form of ‘Living Labs’ to
support their research. Living labs seem to be a
necessity for AmI research in order to achieve any
longer term use and evaluation; a few such efforts
are recorded, like the example of the Philips
HomeLab (de Ruyter, (22)), or the Intelligent
Dormitory at the University of Essex (iDorm),
(Holmes et al, (9)).
Current evaluation results published are not very
useful; this seems to be because evaluations are
conducted in order to asses the quality of a particular
AmI application, but also because there seems to be
no shared framework and terminology being used in
the field. While a number of evaluation methods and
design guidelines can be borrowed from traditional
HCI, there are considerable differences that suggest
different evaluation methodologies and metrics
(Scholtz and Consolvo, (25)).
Belloti et al, (2) presented a model for interaction
(that is more appropriate for the design of AmI
interaction as a replacement of the widely used in
traditional HCI Norman’s “7 stages of execution”
model) (as it is explain further in this paper), with an
emphasis on communication rather than cognition.
This framework, although it focuses in interaction,
has potential in informing the design of the
evaluation of AmI systems, (along with the design of
AmI systems, as it was initially intended).
A more targeted effort towards a framework for
evaluating AmI applications is published by Intel
Research: Scholtz and Consolvo (25), suggest
specific metrics for the following evaluation areas
for AmI applications: Attention, Adoption, Trust,
Conceptual models, Interaction, Invisibility, and
Impact.
Formative evaluations are very important early on
AmI research (due to the augmented cost and
complexity involved in the development effort for
AmI systems). In some cases existing evaluation
methods such as Wizard of Oz can be used (25), or
the Cognitive Dimensions framework (Green and
Petre,(8)) -as reported in (16). The attempted
framework of Intel Research (25) seems to propose
more appropriate metrics for the evaluation of AmI
systems. Nevertheless usability experts need to
design the AmI evaluations carefully, starting from
the basics, so as to apply appropriate metrics and
method according to the AmI application at hand, as
the field is not well established yet.

Multidisciplinary nature of research
The nature of AmI research is multidisciplinary, as it
is clear from its research objectives. Nevertheless

multidisciplinary AmI research is very often not
practiced enough, or not practiced successfully. AmI
research is by its nature technology lead; the research
focus is technology-pulled while Humanities and
Design are loosely integrated, if at all, in AmI
research. Therefore, AmI research is not always well
informed (especially regarding input from Sociology
and Ethnography and a bit less so, Design and HCI).
Even when the AmI research projects are
multidisciplinary, because of the difficulties of crossdisciplinary goals and aims, and the subsequent gap
in communication (Mackay, (15)), input from the
different disciplines involved is not always well
integrated in the research results.

Privacy and security issues poorly addressed
Privacy and Security issues are poorly considered in
AmI . AmI research needs to start considering these
issues early in research process. The European aim is
to design technologies for people, instead of making
people adapt to technology. Nevertheless it is
ambient intelligence technology itself that violates
most of currently existing privacy protecting borders.
(26). Increased connectivity between people and
spaces blurs the physical borders of operability (i.e.
walls, doors). People tend to forget about the system
being always ‘on’ and them potentially always being
watched, especially because the intuitive expectation
"If I can not see you, then you can not see me".
Apart from the need to re-establish appropriate
borders for Digital Territories, it is important to
stress that there can be no guarantee that nobody can
manipulate AmI systems for their own benefit (as is
the case with most networked computing systems)
(5).
To quote the SWAMI report (23):
‘While the world of ambient intelligence will
undoubtedly bring many benefits, trust and security
should be designed into this world rather than
inserted as an afterthought into an already
constructed world of smart spaces. However, this
goal is not possible to achieve in reality, at least not
completely, in part because there are already islands
of ambient intelligence and, in any event, the notion
of ”absolute security” is not feasible, as has been
pointed by many experts. ….Thus, building trust and
security into networks inevitably involves an effort of
trying to create trustworthy systems from
untrustworthy components. The success of this brave
new world will depend on its acceptability by citizens
and by taking steps to minimize their concerns with
regard to how it might lead to further encroachments
upon their privacy, safety and security.’
Ambient Intelligence, according to SWAMI report
should be seen as an emerging property requiring a
proper balance of a complex diversity of interests and
values such as: protection of identity, of individual
sphere, and against discrimination; as well as to be
given the right of access to information and free
expression. Trust is another parameter that needs to

be taken into account1. Moreover the social,
economic, legal and technological dimensions have
to be taken into account, as well as the different AmI
perspectives and definitions. Last but not least,
technological innovations need to be addressed, the
consequence of which are difficult to predict (i.e. the
invisibility of networked “intelligent” devices,
invisibility of system interacting actions, etc).
Palen and Dourish (20) attempted to propose a
conceptual framework that would allow for more
specific and detailed statements about privacy. In
their view privacy management is a dynamic
response to circumstance, rather than a static
enforcement of rules. Privacy is seen as a balancing
act, a resolution of tensions between people, their
internal conflicting requirements, and the
environment.
The Ambient Agoras DC project and Langheinrich,.
(13) have developed a few ‘Privacy Design
Guidelines’ that are useful to take into account when
designing for Ambient Intelligent Environments.
SWAMI report takes those guidelines into account,
and concludes, with the following guidelines that can
be generally applied in AmI research:
- Privacy considerations should be designed into
the system from the start
- Privacy enhancing technologies should be easy
to use and understand
- Individuals should be able to specify their
privacy preferences
- Personal data should not be collected
unnecessarily.

SOME SPECIFIC HUMAN COMPUTER
INTERACTION ISSUES FOR AMI

A few common assumptions
Ami vision tents to present people as passive
consumers accepting happily an increasing
dependability on AmI systems. AmI sees people
increasingly and comfortably relying on AmI for a
number of activities (for reminders, surveillance,
health monitoring, entertainment, home automation
etc). Yet, it remains unclear how AmI systems are
maintained. This vision does not seem realistic
because AmI systems can not be absolutely problem
free.

1

We note here that we do not explicitly mention trust in
this section, as we consider it as a more holistic aspect of
In Scholtz and Consolvo’s evaluation framework for Intel,
Trust is considered an axis of their proposed evaluation
framework, with it’s metrics being Privacy and Awareness.
(for more info see (Scholtz and Consolvo, 2004)).

SWAMI report mentions that it it is assumed that
AmI technology is accepted by everybody and is
available to everybody, and it is never considered,
described or investigated what happens to people
who are either not willing or not able to use Ami
technology (23).
It is not clear whether new technologies will provide
a means to escape gracefully from being always
connected. (23), (16).
It is also questionable how people will accept living
and evolving within AmI technological environments
and how this ‘nurture’ will impact human nature
(e.g., why train one’s memory if AmI gives
reminders?). (23). Social issues relate to how
people’s individual as well as social behavior will
evolve by living in AmI environments, and thus
developing certain expectations, assertions, and
habits. (Kameas and Mavrommati, 12).
Some of the known HCI issues (5), that cannot easily
be addressed within an AmI environment are:
- Visibility of action (feedback not visible)
- Reversibility of actions
- Syntactic correctness of actions
- Replacement at complex command languages
with actions from manipulating directly the
objects
Intelligence can help in the latter two of these
actions; still there remain problems with its
application in AmI, that will be described later.

Intelligence as applied in AmI may cause HCI
problems
In the past, interaction design has focused on the
user, who was explicitly telling the computer what to
do. This is more implicit in the context aware
computing, that is often inherent as an interaction
method within AmI environments. Automatically
sensing content is by its nature imperfect. It is
therefore very important that actions resulting from
so called ‘intelligent’ predictions are made with
caution, based on the following two principles of
applying intelligence appropriately (5):
o be right as often as possible and useful assuming
that the predictions are correct
o do not cause inordinate problems, in the events
resulting of wrong predictions.
In AmI, action and language paradigm need to be
combined. In the Action paradigm the use of agents
is common. Agent based interfaces, can offer rules
for certain kinds of actions. Agents can check for
certain sequences of actions and suggest possible
repetitions or next actions (5).
Nevertheless intelligence in an AmI environment
should be applied carefully so that it does not change
the AmI environment beyond the expectations of
users (16):

o
o

Automation or adaptation actions should be
visible and predictable, or at least justifiable.
Intelligence should be applied only to simplify
complex tasks. .

o
o

o
A shift in the nature of interaction: to implicit
interaction
In AmI there is more than one user for an
application. There are several organizational
concerns exposed: of single users, but who may also
operate in larger groups2. The input in AmI is
distributed. Interaction within AmI can be conscious
or not: the user may not always be aware that their
action is in fact an interaction within the AmI
environment.
In the Model-World metaphor for example (Hutchins
et al, (10), the interface is itself ‘a world where the
user can act, and which changes the state in response
to user actions. Appropriate use of the model world
metaphor can create the sensation with the user of
acting upon the objects of the task domain
themselves. This aspect is called direct engagement’.
(5). In AmI the direct engagement is not with the
model world metaphor, but with the world itself. In
the real word the input is physical, yet in the AmI
world physical action gets converted to digital
information too, and has consequences as an action
of direct manipulation. Here the physical world
becomes the interface of the AmI system, but is more
than interface, as it cannot be separated (mentally or
physically) from the physical environment.
As (5) puts it: In Ubicomp the user does not know
where the computer is. It is the computing
infrastructure that permeates over the physical
environment, so that people do not notice it any
longer. It is Utility that leads to invisibility
(ubiquity), and hence the term Disappearing
Computer used by the so called European initiative.
The potential is what can be done with a number of
objects in any place the user may be (be it the home,
the car, or even one’s own body). The user may be
unaware where the interaction is taking place (i.e. via
gestures, sensors, movement detectors, secret
cameras). The implicit nature of interaction implied
by sensing and physical action creates a human
computer relationship so seamless that there may be
no conscious interaction at all.
Thus, we are witnessing a radical shift in HCI: the
basic models of interaction that have proved
universal across technologies are questionable for
AmI (5), (2), (25). Below we highlight the main
changes from traditional HCI, as described in (5):
o The focus becomes that of activities, rather than
tasks.
o An emphasis is given to the design of
continuously available interaction
2

CSCW research input can be valuable in understanding
operation in groups.

There are no starting or ending points for
interaction in AmI environments
Interruptions and Multiple actions can be in
operations, that are loosely connected (no longer
in terms of achieving certain goals).
Multiple perspectives are on operation, that
imply the reuse of information, for different
functions (i.e. associative models of information
are needed).

Systemic thinking is needed in order to approach
Ami Environments. Theories such as Situated Action
theory (Suchman, (27)), and Distributed Cognition
theory (Lave, (14)) are being explored by the AmI
community as being more appropriate in order to
understand the interactions that take place in AmI
environments. The above theoretical standpoint is
that people do not act on the world, but act with the
world. Thinking, according to Distributed Cognition
theory, is not just within the head, but in the external
relationships with things in the world and with other
people. People are in constant dialog with the
physical environment; they use this information
stored in artefacts and their physical location to
trigger and guide their actions (5). In this context
incidental interaction that happens within an AmI
environment has an importance that becomes
considerable for the system design.

The good old model’s farewell
As mentioned before, increased connectivity between
people and spaces blurs the physical borders of
observability, while the sheer quantity of information
transfer makes this an impossible mental load to
handle. Ubiquitous networks will need to track and
collect significant data from users’ activities. A
pervasive network of interconnected devices and
communications will mean that the sheer quantity of
information in circulation will increase greatly, (26)
and beyond the human perceptive capability (due to
information overload).
AmI system design has to face grave challenges
regarding the system’s usage, as to how can users
control the AmI system (i.e. with appropriate means,
or aided by intelligent agent interfaces), how can
they predict what the complex networked artefacts
will do, and how the whole AmI system in turn will
function appropriately and unobtrusively, providing
for qualitative experience and safeguarding its user’s
privacy (i.e. avoiding stress and confusion in order to
achieve actions, avoiding errors, and facilitating
recovering from them).
A good case for study is Norman’s (19) model of
interaction that is widely used in HCI: the so called
execution-evaluation cycle. The execution-evaluation
cycle splits the interaction into a sequence of subactions, each of them being a result of a specific user
intention. Initially the user is forming the goal, and
then forming a sequence of intentions, followed by
specific actions, the user proceeds in executing these

actions, and perceiving the state of the system after
these actions are performed (change state,
communicated to the user via appropriate feedback).
The user then interprets the new state of the system
and finally evaluates the outcome comparing it to
his/her initial goal (to what extent the goal is
achieved). Belloti (2) attempts to re-think Norman’s
‘7 stage’ interaction model, focusing more in
interactions that are are more appropriate for AmI
environments (assuming the interactions are not GUI
based). Belloti suggests the following five interaction
challenges for AmI researchers, and exposes a
subsequent number of design challenges, that
designers should address:
1. Address - how to direct communication to a
system)
o Disambiguate signal to noise
o Disambiguate intended target system
o How not to address the system
2. Attention – establishing that the system is
attending
o Embody appropriate feedback, so that users
are aware of system’s attention
o Direct feedback to user’s attention
3. Action – defining what can be done with the
system
o Identify and select a possible interaction
object
o Identify and select one action and bind it to
the object(s) and avoid unwanted selection
o Handle complex operations (i.e. multiple
objects and actions, more abstract functions)
4. Alignment – monitoring systems response.
o make the system state perceivable
o Direct timely and appropriate feedback
o Provide distinctive feedback on the
response (results and state)
5. Accident
–
avoiding
errors
and
misunderstandings, or, if they should happen,
recovering from them.
o Control or cancel system action that is in
progress
o The system intervenes when user makes
obvious error
o Disambiguate what to undo, and do so in
time.
Some possible pitfalls for AmI, that are identified in
the Belloti model as possible problems, are:
unintended actions, leading to undesirable results,
failure to execute an action, limited operations
available, wasted input effort in a non-attending
system, inability to detect mistakes, difficulty in
evaluating new state, inability to detect mistakes, and
to recover the previous state.

by themselves not have actuating capabilities (i.e. in
the form of a screen).
The output may be ubiquitous and therefore may be
not noticeable by end users (there may be no display,
no sonic or visual or mechanical feedback present or
may be away from the users focus of attention).
Unlike some parts of Weiser’s vision (30), it may not
be appropriate to the nature of many artefacts to have
screens added to them, Such an interface approach
applies to the specific category of information
appliances, and although it is convenient for
interaction, it does not always fit in the nature of
objects and environments of the disappearing
computer. The design of the object’s form and
physical properties will also affect the interaction. In
fact the design of objects – which constitutes their
interface – may have to be reconsidered so that their
new capabilities can be promoted to the user
(indicated by appropriate elements for the nature of
each object) (17). In this broad picture, information
appliances (Sharpe, (24)) as we know them are only a
subset of these objects. Current information
appliances are often screen-dominated. The AMI
research agenda seems to impose screens everywhere
(in very varied sizes, but in great abundance) into
people’s everyday environment. Yet, there is a subset
of AmI objects that is beyond the point of on-screenfeedback. There are many examples of artifacts that
may have sensors but not actuators (i.e. a floor or a
table with added sensors, an object with a mere
added RFID tag, etc), and therefore the screen implying an interface that conveniently leads the
interaction with many information appliances- is not
present. This can be a challenge for designers; this
involves a holistic approach, whereby the tangible
interface of the object not only provides for an
optimal user-experience, but is also assuming the role
of the interface to a larger set of interconnected
causes and effects.
Most objects in our everyday lives have been
designed for specific tasks; but this specificity
constrains the ways in which we might use them. In
general, everyday objects can be used in different
ways, providing that the limits of their physical
properties are not violated (17).
As objects become AmI objects and spaces become
Digital Territories, people have to learn any new
ways in which the can be use and inhabit them (that
may have to be indicated by appropriate new
affordances), as well as the tasks these might
participate in. People will be interacting at the same
time with individual objects and spaces as well as
with the AmI applications of the environment. (17).

Interaction channels, input and output
The input has changed. Forms adopt a variety of
mobile devices up to even static surroundings. It has
embraced artifacts not traditionally perceived as
computers (i.e. the sensing wall, the floor), that may

AmI environments may use audio, visual, haptic,
kinaesthetic, biometric input, and have audio, visual,
haptic, electromagnetic, mechanic output. The more
holistic the input and output gets, the more complex
the interaction approach becomes. Nevertheless this
gives ample space for experimentation. Experimental
interactive art thrives with using these opportunities,

while experimentation in industrial design has
brought many interesting results –often concerned
about the nature of displays being ubiquitous, non
obtrusive and aesthetically rich (i.e. Jereminco’s
dangling string, or the Tilting picture frame of
Gaver).
As the interaction channels becomes more and more
haptic and kinaisthetic, the interaction within AmI
becomes richer. According to the availability -or notof the input/sensing channels and output/feedback
channels the interaction within AmI ranges from
intended to not intended and from conscious to not
conscious.

CONCLUTIONS: A FEW GUIDELINES FOR
HCI CONSIDERATIONS IN AMI

Regarding the Vision:
1. A clear vision and HCI guidelines (in the form of
a few basic principles for AmI interaction) is
still needed to be established in the field. To
establish it, it would take considerable targeted
effort coupled with newly gained experience
from working with AmI systems.
2. Stepping away from existing HCI models, or at
least viewing them critically, is essential. The
adoption of appropriate theories for AmI (such
as Situated Action and Distributed Cognition
theory) seems to be crucial to gaining a better
understanding of AmI interactions on which to
base research (5).
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